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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Purpoae 

The purpose of this Safety Evaluation Report (SER) is to demonatrate 
that the activities asaociated vith the acquiaition of the core 
atratification samples can be accomplished without preaenting any 
undue risk to the health and safety of the public. 

1.2 Scope 

The acope of this SER includes the activities associated vith the 
inatallation. operation and removal of the core boring aachlne. 
acquisition of the core aamples . the transfer of the samples from 
the machine to the defueling canisters (provided for other debris 
removal operations.  Reference 2) and viewing the lower vessel region 
through the bored holes. These activities vill be performed after 
the defueling work platform and canister positioning system have 
been installed. Early defueling activities are planned prior to 
core stratification sampling (core bore) activities but this is not 
a prerequisite. 

1.3 Background 

In order to determine the extent and distribution of the various 
damage phenomena of the THI-2 reactor core . removal and examination 
of core samples are desirable . Evidence collected and analyses 
performed since the accident indicate that the reactor core damage 
includes cladding oxidation. fuel liquefication as a result of decay 
heat from fission products. control rod failure and relocation of 
control material . interaction of AglnCd and stainless steel 
materials vith fuel and cladding. and fragmentation upon quenching 
(Ref. 8). The core samples vill provide a basis for establishing a 
correlation between these phenomena and fission product release from 
the fuel and fission product retention in the core. The removal of 
the core samples will also provide information to determine the 
maximum temperature reached and material interactions . 

Finally. the core drilling will be used to gain access to the apace 
below the reactor core support plate for remote visual inspection. 

1.4 Organization 

Section 2.0 of this SER describes the major activities and equipment 
needed for the Core Stratification Sample Task. lD addition this 
section addresses the core samples .  drilling locations . core boring 
operation, and the failure modes and effects analysis (FHEA). 

Section 3 . 0  describes the radiological considerations of the planned 
activities including an assessment of the expected external and 
internal occupational radiation exposure. It also describes 
ahielding considerations and other steps taken to maintain the 
occupational exposure ALARA . 
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Section 4.0 addresses the safety concerns associated v1th the 
planned activities. including a 10 CFR SO.S9 evaluation. 

Sections s . o ,  6.0 and 7 . 0  contain the environmental assessment,  
conclusion and references for this SER, respectively. 
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The activities that •ust be conducted prior and subsequent to the core 
stratification sampling, as well as the actual core sample drilling and 
removal, are described in this section. 

2.1 Support Activities 

Extensive operational . testing prior to actual operation will be 
conducted under simulated conditions to assure successful core 
sample acquisition. A •dummy• fuel assembly has been constructed 
for these tests to verify drilling capabilities in the fuel assembly 
structure. 

Concurrent with this testing, THl personnel will be trained in the 
operation of this equipment. This training may include conducting 
planned operational steps in respirators and anti-C clothing where 
needed to obtain accurate time estimates and operational constraint 
information in order to project a reasonable ALARA review. These 
training sessions will also be used to verify that the operating 
procedures will result in safe equipment operation. 

All equipment necessary to obtain the core sample will be 
transported into the reactor building through personnel airlocks. 
The core drilling equipment , support structure and interface 
platform will be staged and transported into the reactor building on 
the 305' level. Final assembly and staging of equipment will take 
place on the 347' level prior to hoisting the assembli·es into place 
on the Defueling Work Platform (DWP). The Defueling Water Cleanup 
System or other water cleanup system will be operational prior to 
and during the core stratification sampling. 

2.2 Core Samples 

Core samples will be obtained from three or more locations and each 
s&Qple vill have a maximu= design length of 8 feet. The first stage 
of each core bore vill include boring down to the lover grid 
assembly vith the drill bit centered on a fuel assembly vbich bas a 
vacant instrument tube (i.e. not containing an incore instrument). 
This initial stage of drilling vill provide the desired core sample 
but will also attempt to provide a pathway for TV camera access 
( after removal of tne sample) to the vessel region below the core. 
If after boring to the lower grid assembly, the TV camera cannot be 
lowered beyond the lover grid assembly due to obstructions, a second 
deeper core bore of a reduced diameter will be aade down through the 
flov distributor plate. It will be stopped prior to reaching the 
rubble in the lover head and/or vlll drill no closer than 6 inches 
to the vessel lover head. This second stage of core bore may produce 
a second sample as a byproduct of the drilling operation. 

2.3 Drilling Locations 

Figure 2.3-l shows the candidate reactor fuel assembly locations 
vithi� the THI-2 core. Figure 2.3-l shows the drilling location 
within a fuel assembly. It is planned that drilling locations vill 
be selected from reactor fuel positions K-9, D-4, N-12 and other 
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alternative locations shown in Figure 2.3-1 in fuel bundles not 
containing instrumentation strings (Note: later core data or 
evaluations could change the locations from those given here) .  For 
the second stage of core bore for camera access, the hole vill align 
vith the correaponding existing inspection access path through the 
lover grid assembly and flow distributor and vill provide access for 
a 2 . 0  inch diameter cylindrical instrument (TV) viewing package. 

2.4 Core Drilling Equipment Description 

The following equipment vill be used for the core drilling 
operation: the core drilling aachine , core barrel and drill bit , 
drill indexing platform, core sample transfer cask, underwater 
support structure, underwater clamp assembly, flush water supply 
tank, inert gas purge equipment, sample storage basket assembly , 
drill unit instrumentation , and video inspection system. The 
configuration of moat of this equipment is illustrated in Figures 
2 .4-1 and 2.4-2. These are briefly described below. Additional 
equipment details are provided in Reference 10. 

a .  Core Drilling Machine 

The drill unit is a self-contained machine consisting of a 
hydrostatically driven spindle and hydraulically actuated feed 
cylinders. The spindle is equipped with a hydraulically 
actuated drill chuck in order to apply controlled rotational 
torque ranges and speed to the drill string. The cylinders are 
used to apply the downward force on the drill bit and to move 
the drill and casing strings into and out of the hole by moving 
the spindle vertically. The working fluid for this unit 
consists of approximately 27 gallons of HOUGHTO-SAFE 620. 

The hydrostatic drive system is powered by a three phase , 480 
volt electric motor which will be fed by a portable power 
center. The spindle is driven through a multi-speed sear system 
in order to provide the capability to change the speed and 
torque ranges to the spindle.  The same electric motor will 
provide power to a hydraulic pump which in turn will provide 
power to the cylinders ,  the spindle chuck and to tvo separately 
mounted clamps used in handling the drill rod and casing 
strings. The drill unit is instrumented with a control system 
which will be capable of monitoring and controlling the drilling 
process. 

The drill unit will be operated automatically but will include 
an override and controls for manual drilling and rod handling 
operating modes. Details of the operation modes are provided in 
Reference 10. Instrumentation will provide visual indication of 
rotational speed and torque on the drill string and the weight 
(force) applied to the drill bit. The drill unit will be 
equipped with a data acquisition system to record information on 
the material being drille d ,  such as rubble ,  solidified mass , 
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atandina fuel arrays and voids. Reference 10 describes the data 
acquisition system in •ore detail.. The data interpretation will 
provide elevation and thickness information on the aaterial 
penetrated with a goal of locatina boundaries within ± 1.00 inch 
vertically. 

The drill unit will be uaed as the support for a TV camera 
aanipulator to view throuah the core bore hole. 

The drill unit instrumentation will provide safety monitorina 
and control aafe equipment shutdowns. The instrumentation also 
provides information on the drill unit stabilizin& structure to 
alert the drill unit operator when the structure has moved 
excessively in the horizontal plane (aide loading) durin& the 
initial drilling operation. 

The drill unit instrumentation will provide input to a computer 
controller which will •onitor the following parameters: 
revolution per minute (RPH), weight on drill bit, torque, depth 
(rate of penetration) and the water flow rate (drill bit 
coolant). Any deviation from pre-set value ranges for weight on 
bit, torque, and water flow will cause an automatic shutdown of 
the unit. 

If the surface that the drill bit encounters is very hard and on 
a slope from horizontal, the drill bit may move sideways causing 
a aide loading on the stabilizing platform. The drill unit 
Out-of-Tolerance Indicator will monitor the horizontal 
deflection and provide visual alarm indication to the drill unit 
operator. 

There is no potential of drilling through the reactor lover bead 
due to the physical limitation of the casing and drill bit 
lengths available to the operator i.e •• limited rack apace in 
the drill rod and casing rack on the defueling platform. 

The core drill drive and feed equipment will be designed to 
mount on the Defuelina Work Platform (DWP) via an interface 
platform. A mounting platform will be confiaured to permit the 
drill to access all of the primary and alternate target 
positions and will be equipped with anchoring devices to prevent 
dislocation of the drill once it has been positioned over a 
given target. The equipment will be designed to meet the load 
limits of the DWP and no loads other than those from the 
drilling operation vill be imparted to the reactor vessel. 

Triangulation will be used to position the drill unit within 
+ 0 .125" horizontally prior to drilling, and to orient the drill 
atring parallel within + 0.05 degrees with the reactor vessel 
centerline as determined from measurements to the plane of the 
reactor vessel flange. During drilling the drill bit drift will 
be limited to± 0.5" at the lover core support grid elevation • 

. · 
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This is a project limit only; exceeding this limit aay prevent 
the video package from being lowered through the core support 
assembly, due to the location of the inspection boles, but will 
present no safety concern. 

b. Core Barrel & Drill Bit 

The drill core barrel function is to contain and protect the 
core sample, support the drill bit, transmit drilling forces, 
and channel flush water to the bit. A double tube core barrel 
will be used to permit the inner tube to remain stationary 
around the core sample while the outer tube rotates. A avivel 
•echaniam built into the top of the core barrel allows flush 
water to be channeled to the drill bit which keeps it clean and 
cool. A aeries of flutes (channels) in the drill bit allows 
vater to pass back to the reactor vessel as it is displaced by 
the core sample. 

The overall length of the bottom section of drill pipe 
containing the core barrel will be limited in order for the core 
barrel to completely fit into the fuel canister. 

The drill bit has a cast matrix crown with cutter inserts made 
of tungsten carbide with synthetic diamond bonded to it. 

c. Drill Indexing Platform 

The function of the drill indexing platform is to support the 
drill unit, transfer cask, and underwater structure, and to 
accommodate positioning of these components at the proper 
locations for drilling. The platform mounts to an interface 
platform which bolts to the rotatable Defueling Work Platform 
above the reactor vessel. 

The Defueling Work Platform rotates about the reactor centerline 
and will be used to position the drill indexing platform in the 
approximate circumferential location for drilling. 

The drill indexing platform is designed to translate 
horizontally (index) in both circumferential and radial 
directions as required for accurate positioning. The platform 
has two roller platforms, one platform for the drill unit and 
underwater structure and one platform for the transfer cask. 
These two platforms can be moved radially independently of each 
other by means of hand-cranked rack and pinion gear mechanisms. 
The cask can also be moved circumferentially independently of 
the other components by translation on slide bearings by means 
of a hand-operated lead screw. This vill be used when 
positioning the cask off-center above a fuel canister when 
lowering a core sample or used casing section into the fuel 
canister mounted on the canister positioning system. 
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Four hydraulic jacka vill be uaed to lift the drill roller 
platform off ita tracka and clamp it in poaition. Theae jacks 
are part of the hydraulic ayatem which ia electrically powered 
and contains approximately 2 sallona of HOUGHTo-SAFE 620 as the 
working fluid. Mechanical devices are provided to back up theae 
hydraulic devices. 

The drill inde�ing platform structure bas removable grating to 
allov for aultiple positioning of the drill unit and bas two 
operator acceaa (ving) platforms vith handrails. 

d. Core Sample Transfer Cask 

the transfer cask allovs the core barrel to be moved over the 
fuel canister and then lovered into the canisters. the cask 
incorporates a vater manifold to supply borated rinse vater 
around the circumference of the casing or drill pipe for 
decontamination as they are vithdravn from the reactor. 

e. Underwater Support Structure 

Testa determined that stabilization of the drill casing is 
required at about the 314' elevation. therefore, a 25 ft. 3 in. 
long tubular girder underwater atabilizing atructure vill be 
employed. The upper end terminates in a plate vbich bolts to 
the tilting platform. A plate at the lower end contains a 
tapered funnel guide and a 4 .69 in. bole for guiding and 
stabilizing the drill casing. A casing clamp is also required 
approzimately 4 ft. 8 in. under the reactor vater level to 
separate the casing and allov the cask vith sample specimen to 
be moved to a position above the fuel canister. The underwater 
stabilizing structure satisfies both of these requirements. 

The underwater structure and tilting platform assembly vill be 
lowered in position through, and bolted to the top of the drill 
indezing roller platform by the reactor building service crane 
or the polar crane. Alignment of the drill unit and underwater 
structure vill be accomplished by four jacks that can be 
adjusted to correct the drilling azis by use of a hydraulic 
system. The stabilizing structure vill be aided in providing 
the rigidity and alignment necessary for accurate drilling by 
use of strain gages that will alarm when the drilling asia has 
deflected out of tolerance. 

f. Underwater Clamp Assembly 

The lower casing clamp consists of a pair of diametrically 
opposed serrated jaws and funnel guide located approzimately 
4 ft. 8 in. under the reactor water level and welded to the 
underwater structure. The clamp is hydraulically operated from 
a remote position located on the drill platform. Using a 
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de•ineralized water aedium, a hand pump actuates a double acting 
cylinder which forces the java either cloaed to bold the eaaing 
aection while engasins (diaengasing) the adjacent threaded joint 
or open to allow free operations of the drill atrlng. A relief 
valve ia uaed to prevent overpreaaurization of the ayatem. A 
aanually operated tool bas been deaigned and will be available 
to ineert into the reactor veasel and operate the clamp abould 
the primary cla•p fail. 

· 

&• Flush Water Supply 

Durin& drilling operations, borated water will be required for 
cooling the bit and rinaing the drill strins and casing. Drill 
bit cooling water will be provided by a 1/2 to 6 gpm positive 
displacement plump. A 3-way valve will allow the pump to draw 
borated water from the llF or from two SS-sallon aupply tanks. 
The supply tanka will be uaed primarily as a source of clear 
borated water for viewing operations. These tanks will be 
filled with borated water and a verification aample will be 
taken prior to use to ensure borated water �upply is greater 
than 4350 ppm boron. Pump auction from the IIF will be taken 
from an area remote from potential aources of unborated 
•oderators. The drill string and easing rinse water will be 
from the BWST. The rinse water will be supplied to the cask 
water manifold via the DWP borated water supply manifold at 
approzimately 1 to 5 gpm. 

h. Inert Gas Purge Equipment 

In order to protect the core bore samples from ozysen, the 
transfer cask will be purged with inert gas to protect the core 
barrel and sample as they are removed from the reactor. This 
will be done by inserting a wand into the lowest section of 
drill tube containing the sample. As the water drains out of 
the drill pipe and core barrel, it will be replaced by the inert 
gas. After the last section of drill tube is removed from the 
top of the core barrel, a plug will be inserted into the top of 
the core barrel. The total amount of available inert gas will 
be limited to an amount leas than could accumulate in the 
reactor area and cause a personnel hazard. 

i. Sample Storage Basket Assembly 

After the core sample is raised into the transfer cask, the 
sample will be transferred horizontally and lowered into a 
ba¥ket assembly which would be installed in a fuel canister. 
These canisters are on the underwater rotating carousel that 
will be used to position the basket below the transfer cask's 
path. The basket assembly is eel£ draining and is presently 
designed to receive two large and two small core barrels, with 
samples, and two contaminated casing sections per fuel 
canister. The core barrels and casing sections are lowered into 
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the fuel canister baaketa by aeana of lifting plugs threaded 
into their top ends and attached by a atainless ateel lanyard to 
an overhead bridge crane. 

j. Drill Unit Instrumentation 

The drill unit vill be inatrumented vith a control aystem which . 
vill be capable of controlling the drilling procesa from control 
parameters eiperimentally determined by EG&G testing. The 
principle aethod of drilling control vill be to program in a 
apecific drill bit rpm and utilize the veight on the bit as a 
variable to control torque within a predetermined control band. 
The automatic operation ��u be overridden to control the drill 
unit manually. if required. The equipment aafe shutdown feature 
described in section 2 . 4a vill override both the automatic and 
aanual operation modes. 

k. Video Inspection System 

In order to inspect the lover reactor head region. tvo cameras 
vith cabling. a camera manipulator. and video recording ayatem 
vill be used. The camera head is equipped vith a 16 mm lens. 

The camera manipulator assembly consists of a abaft to provide 
camera support. indexing, and rotation. a aet of clamps to lock 
the shaft to the drill unit. a rotating head to provide radial 
scanning in 30 degree incrementa. a vater connection to provide 
borated flushing water to clear the viewing area of floating 
particulate. and a camera indexing fixture to assure camera 
indexing to a specific reactor compass heading. 

The video recording system consiats·of a 6 Hhz bandwidth video 
recorder. a video distribution system. a pair of video printers. 
and a video quantitizer. 

2.5 Core Boring Operation 

The core drilling equipment vill be staged and assembled onto the 
D�P and prepared for operation. The locations of the core samples 
vill be predetermined and the drill unit and rotating vork platform 
will be positioned at the desired coordinates over the reactor 
core. 

To complete the drill unit alignment over the sample location an 
electronic leveling system vill be uaed in conjunction vitb the 
theodolite sigt,ting system (i.e •• surveying inatrument). Any 
required adjustments. as indicated by the theodolite sighting 
aystem. vill be made to the drill unit roller and tilting 
platforms. These ad justments vill properly align the drill rig in 
the horizontal plane and ensure that the drill azis is perpendicular 
to the horizontal plsne and directly over the target fuel assembly 
location. The platforms once properly aligned vill be held rigidly 
in place by clamps during the operation of the drill unit. 
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The drill piping and casing piping sections are assembled in the 
drill chuck while being supported in place by the lower clamp 
assemblies. Core drilling starts at the top of the debris bed and 
continues until the lower fuel assembly end fitting is compl�tely 
penetrated. If needed, the casing is then drilled down around the 
drill pipe until the casing shoe rests on or near the top of the 
lov�r end fitting grid. In order to prevent drilling into the 
reactor vessel wall (lover head), the drill pipe (string) length 
available on the DWP at any given time vill be limited so that the 
drill cannot physically reach the vessel lover head. 

The core drilling will be controlled from the defueling work 
platform. The drill unit is instrumented to provide continuous 
information on drilling parameters. 

After the core drill penetrates the fuel assembly lover end fitting, 
the upper section of the casing, a minimum of one foot above the 
core debris, �ill be removed by remotely disconnecting a joint in 
the casing. The drill piping containing the core sample in the 
lover 11 foot pipe section is raised while rotating the drill 
string. While withdrawing the core sample the pipe and casing 
sections are removed until the section containing the sample has 
been withdrawn up into the lead transfer cask. The drill pipe 
sections bein� removed are sprayed down with borated vater as they 
are retracted through the tr�nsfer cask (to remove loose 
contamination) using a spray system piped into the cask. 

The drill pipe section containing the core sample is purged by an 
inert gas blanket while in the transfer cask and then capped prior 
to transfer to the fuel canister. 

The transfer cask is translated horizontally to a position directly 
over the fuel canister which has previously been located at the 
loading station by rotation of the canister positioning system. The 
core sample pipe is then grappled by the overhead bridge crane and 
lowered into the fuel canister. When the canister is full, it is 
capped and the canister positioning system will be rotated to bring 
an empty canister into loading position. 

After completion of the first stage of the core bore the video 
inspection manipulator with camera and cable will be lowered through 
the casing pipe to a position in the fuel assembly just above the 
lower end fitting. If blockage is observed, then a deeper, slightly 
reduced diameter (2.2M) core drill will be performed to clear a 
pathway through the flow distributor to provide video manipulator 
access to the reactor vessel bottom head region. The lengths and 
number of drill pipe sections are controlled so that the drill 
string cannot reach the lower reactor vessel head. Additional 
sections of drill pipe vill be allowed into the reactor building 
only After previously used sections have been disposed of properly. 
This disposal may include placement in a defueling canister or 
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raaoval from the reactor building. The drill rod and eaaina pipe 
atorage racka have been deaigned to li�t the aaount of pipe that 
aay be atored at the drilling platform ao that eztra pipe ia oot 
available. 

When clear of the blockage. the video ia.pectioo aaoipulator with 
caaera aod cable will be lowered through the casing aod the drill 
bole to the lover bead region. The�. video inapection ia perforaed 
of the lover veaael bead area at that location. 

If ioapection of the lover veasel area indicates that a grab aample 
ia juatified. ezistiog grab aaaple tooling will be utilized to 
obtain a aample. The aample will be placed in a apecial &ample caak 
for abipment. 

After the core aamples have been removed from the reactor and the 
lover bead inapected0 the bole in the fuel aasembly end fitting v1ll 
be aealed0 if required. to prevent large particles from falling into 
the lover veaael. The caaing. if used during the drilling 
operation. vill atay in place. until the end fitting plug has been 
inatalled. The end fitting plug bas a lead-in chamfer to facilitate 
entry into the drilled end fitting bole. The plug also has a 
lifting eye and a vire rope to lover it toto the hole. The vire 
rope will be cut aod retrieved after the plug ia installed. prior to 
casing removal. The caaing pipe aection ia then vithdravn into the 
tranafer cask aod transferred to aod lowered into a fuel caoiater. 
The lowering of the caaing pipe aections into the defueliog canister 
requires the use of a crane. Other raiaiog and levering operations 
may be completed by the use of the core drilling aachine. Loaded 
fuel canisters vlll be transferred to the app�opriate atorage 
locations. The fuel canister transfer vill be performed in 
accordance vith the ·safety Evaluation Report for Early Defueling of 
the THl-2 Reactor Veasel.· (Ref. 2). 

In the event it is desired to leave a portion of the drill casing in 
the core for future acceaa to the lover core regions. the caaing 
will be cut at approsimately one-foot above the aurface of the fuel 
debris using a commercial caae cutter. Cutting in this aanner 
enaurea that the aection left in the debris bed cannot be rejoined 
to the drill atring aince the threaded coupling vill be removed. 
Additionally, the length left io the debria bed aod ita location. 
vill be recorded and accounted for in the drill atring length 
control program. 

Upon completion of the core aample acquisition tasks. the core 
drilling equipment vill be removed. diaassembled and diapoaed of in 
accordance vith CPU requirements for handling of contaminated and 
potentially contaminated materials. 
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2.6 Failure Hodes and Effects Analyses (PHEAs) 

Failure •odes and effects analyses vere perfor.ed for the following 
Dystema: drill unit, tilt platforms, underwater structure, drilling 
platform, drill unit indexing platform, transfer cask, cask indexing 
platform, drilling flush water, inert gas purge, appurtences, drill 
atring casing, video examination system, drilling aachine computer 
control, data acquisition syatem and theodolite system. The FHEAa 
are deacribed in detail in Reference 4. 

the only failure mode vith safety significance is a failure which 
could cause the core boring unit to drill through the lover vessel 
head and cause loss of reactor water. The means to prevent this 
type of failure is to limit the length of drill bit and easing 
available to the operators. the drilling system design will insure 
that neither the drill bit nor the easing shoe can reach the reactor 
vessel pressure boundary. This will be accomplished by restricting 
core bore activities to within a cylindrical envelope. the envelope 
will be approximately 8'-1� in diameter and vill be centered on the 
reactor vessel centerline. The bottom of the cylindrical envelope 
(i.e., at the maximum depth of core bore) vill be no closer than 6� 
from the inner vall of the reactor vessel lover head at the outer 
edge of the cylindrical envelope. However, as discussed in aeetion 
4.4, the drilling operation will be administratively limited to 
prevent drilling into the rubble bed, if the rubble bed extends into 
the envelope. 

Quality Control will verify the total length of the drill rod and 
casing pipe taken inside containment and staged on the DWP. This 
vill ensure the total drill pipe length available to the equipment 
operators will be insufficient to reach within 6� of the reactor 
vessel vall. 
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3.0 Radioloaieal Conaiderationa 

3.1 External Expoaurea 

All individuala entering the reactor building will be aonitored for .· 

external expoaurea in accordance with radiological control 
procedure& to ensure peraonnel expoaurea are maintained ALARA and 
within 10CFR20 doae equivalent liaita. Adminiatrative control 
points in accordance with radiological-controls procedures will be 
uaed in order to aaaure apecified dose liaita are not exceeded . 
Extremity aonitoring will be performed aa needed in accordance with 
eziating procedures .  Radiological Controls Department peraonnel 
vill continuously aonitor dose rates in the reactor building during 
the aample acquisition and aupportive activities . 

The collective personnel radiation expoaure to workers during the 
core boring and aaaple transfer operations and during the supportive 
activities in the reactor building has been estimated. This 
estimate vas developed based on projected person-hour requirements 
and reactor building exposure rates associated with these 
activities. The average dose rate during staging, assembly , 
disassembly and removal vas taken as SO mrem/hr. The average dose 
rate during core drilling operations and video inspection at S 
locations vas estimated to be 2S mrem/hr. The collective dose is 
estimated belov: 

Dose Rate Total 
Activit� (IIIR/hr) Hours Han-Rem 

Assembly & 
Diaaaaembly so 346 17 . 3 

Drill Handling 2S 416 10.4 

Core Drilling 2S 624 1S.6 

To tala 1,386 43.3 

Peraon-rem for radiological controls support is not included in the 
above estimate . From a reviev of historical data it is assumed that 
person-rem for the radiological controls group vill be 20% of that 
accummulated by other groups in containment. Based on this , the 
estimate for radiological controls support ia 8.7 person-rem, and 
the total for all groups is estimated at 52 person-rem. 

Due to the uncertainty in the person-hour estimate and the 
radiological conditions vhich will exist during the operation, it i s  
eatimated that the total exposure cou�d vary by u p  t o  + 3 0  percent. 
Considering these uncertainties, 3S to 70 person-rem baa been 
selected to be used aa the estimate for the performance of the 
activities acoped in this SER, including radiological controls 
support . 
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3.2 Internal Exposures 

All individuals entering the reactor building vill be aonitored for 
internal radiation expoaurea according to established procedures. 
This aonitoring vill be accomplished by periodic vbole body counting · 

or bioassay, or both. All expoaurea to airborne radioactivity will 
be .. intained ALARA and within the limits established in 10CFR20. 
Airborne radioactivity in work areas will be monitored according to 
established procedures. Air sampling for particulates vill be 
performed using devices such as breathing zone air samplers and grab 
samples. Tritium grab samples will be taken as .required according 
to established procedures. 

Respiratory protection has been used to minimize the uptake and 
deposition of airborne radioactivity in the body. The use of 
respiratory protection devices can, by reducing uptakes of 
radioactive materials, result in overall dose savings (internal and 
external); however, if they impede work, total dose can increase by 
causing an elevated external dose. Current radiation protection 
guidance as expressed in International Commission on Radiation 
Protection Publication-26 (ICRP-26) considers both external and 
internal sources of exposure and recommends minimizing the sum of 
them. 

For soluble cesium-137, the internal dose is 2.5 mrem (received over 
several years, Teff 70 days) for each hour of exposure at HPC. 
For soluble strontium/yttrium-90, the bone dose is approximately 15 
mrem (received over 50 years, Teff 6400 days) for each hour of 
exposure at HPC. Even if there is no overall savings in the total 
dose due to elimination of a respirator for a given task (that is, 
the increased internal dose exactly offsets decreased external 
dose), the fact that the internal dose is calculated on a fifty year 
dose commitment whereas external dose is deposited instantly means 
that the rate of dose deposition is reduced on an overall basis. 

The Radiological Controls Department, via the prework radiological 
review process, shall determine if the use of respiratory devices 
for a task is ALARA. This review will examine the current 
radiological conditions in the work area, the potential of the task 
or other concurrent tasks to perturb the radiological conditions and 
when available, review the results of previous airborne activity 
measurements in the work area for similar tasks. 

3.3 ALARA Considerations 

The objective of cinimizing occupational exposure has been a major 
goal in the planning and preparation for all activities in the 
containment. The actions that have been taken or are being planned 
toward meeting this objective are summarized in this section. These 
actions will minimize the time personnel must work in radiation 
fields, maximize the distance between personnel and radiation 
sources to the extent practicable, and utilize shielding where 
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appropriate to aeet the ALARA objective. Protective elothin& and 
reapiratora vill be uaed aa necessary to reduce the potential for 
external contamination and internal expoaure of peraonnel. 

Execution of individual tasks are aaintained ALARA by a detailed 
radiological review by Radiological Engineering and aock-up training 
vhere appropriate. Training of vorkera on a mock-up vill 
familiarize the vorkera vith taaka to be performed. Tbia training 
vill reault in leas time and peraonnel expoaure in the reactor 
building. 

Equipment has been designed vith the intent of keeping radiation 
exposures ALARA by minimizing in-containment assembly and 
aimplifying operation. 

3.4 Shielding 

When the 3/8 inch thick atainless steel core barrel containing the 
aample is removed from the water, lead shielding vith an approximate 
thickness of 3* vill be used in the core sample transfer cask to 
minimize direct radiation levels. A radiological analysis performed 
for different source terms predicts exposure rates on the outside 
surface of the cask of lS mrem/hr for cesium-leached fuel (Ref. 4 ) .  
To prevent streaming, tvo temporary shielding inserts vill be placed 
at the top of the transfer cask around the core barrel during sample 
transfer. 

The cask incorporates a water manifold to supply borated rinse vater 
around the circumference of casing or drill tubes for 
decontamination as they are withdrawn from the reactor. 
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4 . 0  Safety Concerns 

To ensure that the sample acq�tsition operation is conducted in a safe 
aanner, the following potential safety concerns have been evaluated. 

4.1 Release of Radioactivity 

The planned activities associated vitb the sampling operation are 
not expected to release any appreciable amounts of gaseous or 
particulate activity. Any potential releases of radioactivity are 
enveloped by the dose assessment performed .for early defueling 
activities in the Safety Evaluation Report for Early Defueling of 
TMI-2 Reactor Vessel (Ref. 2 ) .  These analyses demonstrate that any 
potential release vill be within allowable limits. 

The planned core bore activity has the potential to release Kr-85 
from the core debris and from the reactor building. The offaite 
radiological consequences and the measures employed to minimize 
exposure to in-containment personnel ,  from this potential release of 
Kr-851 are addressed below. 

Xr-85 is a fission product with a half-life of 10 . 7  years which 
decays primarily (99.6%) via beta emission at a maximum energy of 
0 .672 HeV. The amount of Xr-85 available for release from the core 
cannot be quantified because the complete characterization of the 
core (the existence and extent of voids and intact fuel pins) is not 
available. The amount of Kr-85 in the core bas been postulated to 
be as low as zero and as high as 311300 Curies. The amount of 
Kr-85 entrapped within voids in the core is also speculative . 
Therefore , the amount of Kr-85 available for release during the core 
bore activities cannot be quantified. 

To assess offsite radiological consequences a "worst-case" bounding 
analysis has been performed . This analysis is presented in the SER 
for Heavy Load Handling Over the THI-2 Reactor Vessel (Ref. 6 ) .  
This analysis assumes the release o f  311300 CUries o f  Kr-85 t o  the 
environment and shows that the radiological consequences are 
acceptable from an accident release perspective. The resulting dose 
given in the SER is 9 . 7  millirem to the whole body. The 
corresponding dose to the akin is 810 millirem using the dose 
conversion factors given in Regulatory Guide 1 . 109. The atmospheric 
dis persion factor used to obtain the dose of 810 millirem is 6 . 1  x 
10-� sec/m3 which is given in Appendix 2D of the THI-2 
FSAR.Accident release calculations take no credit for mitigating 
actions by control room operators. However, if a large release of 
Xr-85 from the core were to occur, operator action could be taken to 
minioize the offsite doses. Upon indication from a portable 
detector or from the plant vent radiation monitor, the containment 
purge could be secured. Purging the containment could then be 
limited to only during favorable meteorology ( i . e . ,  weather which 
ensures a rapid dispersion) which would minimize the offsite dose 
due to a Kr-85 release . Baaed on a controlled release scenario , the 
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ezpected ezpoaure to the akin of an individual offaite would be auch 
leas than 810 millirem since the ataoapheric dispersion factor would 
be auch leas than the ataoapheric dispersion factor used for 
accident assessments. The largest atmospheric dispersion factor oo 
an annual average basis is 2.27 z 10-6 aec/m3 i n  the SE sector 
at the site boundary (THI-1 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual). Thus, 
the highest expected dose to the akin for an individual offaite ia 3 
aillirem from the release of 31,300 curies of Xr-85. This dose is 
well within the 1S aillirem limit given i n  lOCFRSO, Appendix I .  

Since the amount of Xr-85 available for release during the core bore 
cannot be quantified, protective aeasures will be employed to 
ainimize ezpoaures to in-containment personnel. Kr-85 in the IIF 
air apace will be shielded by the rotatable work platform. To 
provide indication of large releases of K:-85, a portable detector 
will be located on the core bore platform or the rotatable work 
platform, and an alarming radiation monitor will be in place to 
aonitor below the rotatable work platform. If significant increases 
of beta radiation are detected, workers will secure the core bore 
apparatus in a safe configuration and will vacate the reactor 
building at the direction of Radiological Control peraonnel. The 
need for air samples to be analyzed for Xr-85 will be determined by 
the Radiological Controls Department. 

The core boring operation also baa the potential for releasing 
significant quantities of fuel fines and aoluble radioactive 
materials to the reactor coolant due to the pulverization of fuel 
and fuel debris as the drill penetrates these materials. These 
materials may then become distributed in the reactor vessel water 
volume, which may cause an increase in dose rates above the water 
surface. Because of the high density of U02, fuel particles will 
tend to aettle rapidly in the water; however, soluble materials may 
become dispersed throughout the water volume. The defueling water 
cleanup system (DWCS) baa been designed to provide sufficient water 
cleanup capability ao that soluble activity and particulate levels 
are returned to normal within a reasonable amount of time after such 
release. Assuming a 20 CUrie release of Cs-137, and assuming a 
uniform mixing in the reactor vessel, the water activity would 
increase by 0 . 18 �Ci/ml . This would cause a dose rate increase of 
approzimately 14 millirem along the open slot in the rotatable 
platform, assuming the entire tool slot is open. The dose rate 
increase would be less on the core bore platform due to the 
increased distance from the source. 

The cesium and other soluble radioactive materials will tend to stay. 
dissolved in the reactor coolant and will not significantly increase 
reactor building airborne radioactivity or airborne releases to the 
environment. 

To minimize the potential dose rate inc rease to workers the 
following precautions will be considered: 
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o Radiation dose rates on the core bore platform and/or on the 
defueling work platform will be continuously aonitored while 
personnel are present during the core bore operation. 

o All shield panels in the rotatable platform will be in place, 
excr.pting those panels required to be removed for placement of 
the core bore apparatus. 

o The DWCS or other water cleanup capability will be operable 
during core bore operation. 

Considering the expected releases and the resulting dose rates, 
these precautions are considered adequate to protect personnel in 
the event of soluble or particulate releases to the reactor coolant. 

4.2 Criticality 

The only credible means of attaining criticality of the fuel 
contained in the vessel ia through deboration of the RCS water or 
introduction of ·foreign• materials to the reactor vessel. The 
potential for boron dilution during defueling will be addressed in 
the ·Ha:ards Analysis: Potential for Boron Dilution of Reactor 
Coolant System, ·  (Ref. 3). The analysis for potential boron 
dilution during defueling will envelope the core sample acquisition 
activities. 

Components of the core boring system which contain hydraulic fluid 
which could potentially cause local deboration in the core are 
classified important to safety to minimize the potential for failure 
of these components. 

The main concern is leakage of hydraulic fluid from a hose break or 
from the reservoir attached to the core drilling machine. The two 
closed hydraulic systems on the drill unit contain a total of about 
27 gallons of HOUGHTO-SAFE-620 hydraulic fluid. HOUGKTO-SAFE-620 is r a mixture of 40% water, 40% glycol, 15% polyglycol and 5% additives 
which although slightly heavier than water, also is completely 
miscible in water. Therefore, it is unlikely that hydraulic fluid 
entering the top of the reactor pressure vessel could move down to 
the core region without being significantly diluted in the water 
above the core. The only pathway for the hydraulic fluid is via 
leakage onto the surface of the vessel water from the top of the 
vessel. 

There is a low level sensor on the hydraulic fluid reservoir which 
would initiate shutdown of the drill unit within 1 second of 
detecting a loss of 1/2 gallon of hydraulic fluid. Therefore, 
leakage from a hose break would be limited to 1 1/2 gallons. A drip 
pan with a capacity of 8 gallons will be provided to collect minor 
leakage. Due to a limit in reservoir (tank) si:e no more than 27 
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sallons of HOUGHTO-SAFE-620 is available to leak into the top of the 
reactor vessel, even if the controls or drip protection failed to 
lillit the leakage. A drip pan with a capacity of 8 pllons will be 
provided to collect minor leakage. Based on information and 
analyses presented in Reference 3, any leakage into the reactor 
vessel would be diluted by the reactor coolant . 

The water used for drill bit flushing/coolin& will be supplied from 
the reactor vessel; the fluah water supply tank v1l1 be used as a 
secondary source. The vater in the flush water supply tank will be 
borated to a concentration within the limits required by the 
Technical Specifications . To ensure that the flush water is 
adequately borated at the start of the core boring operation, a 
sample vill be taken and analyzed for boron concentration. During 
the core boring operation the fluab water supply tank will be 
refilled from the Borated Water Storage Tank . 

A leak of hydraulic fluid from the drill unit could enter the RCS 
possibly causing deborated moderator to be injected as flush water 
into the drill bit. In order to prevent this, the relative location 
of flush vater auction will be from an area remote from potential 
sources of unborated moderators and the drtll ' s  hydraulic fluid 
introduction will be such that insisnificant deboration vould take 
place in the event of a leak. The flush vater suction line 
arrangement will also minimize possible deboration of the flush 
vater in the unlikely event of deboration resulting from the wrong 
resins being added to the DWCS ion exchangers .  

The addition of the steel drill casing and core barrel into the core 
region does not represent a configuration more reactive than that 
analyzed in the "Criticality Report for the Reactor Coolant System,· 
(Reference 7 ) .  Additionally, the use of other "foreign" materials 
(e.g. cable , camera . etc . )  during the sample acquisition act1vitie·s 
will not increase the kef£ of the reactor coolant system above 
0.99. The process used to review and control these materials is 
discussed in Section 4 . 2 . 1  of Reference 2 .  

The manually operated underwater casing clamp hydraulic system 
contains 1 . 4  gallons of dellineralized water. Leakage of this small 
amount of vater baa been shown, in the foreign material� report 
(Reference 11) ,  to not be a criticality hazard , even if introduced 
directly into the rubble bed. 

4 . 3  Pyrophoricity 

In order to avoid the possibility of a hypothetical pyrophoric 
reaction, core samples shall be maintained in an essentially 
oxygen-free environment following withdrawal from the RCS water. 
Tbia will be accomplished by purging the core barrel and core aample 
with an inert gas as they are removed from the reactor. This will 
be done by inserting a wand into the lowest section of drill tube 
containing the sample prior to it being raised from the vater. As 
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the water drains out of the drill tube and core barrel, it  will be 
replaced by the inert aas. After the last section of drill tube is 
reaoved from the top of the core barrel , a plu& vill be inserted 
into the top of the core barrel prior to transferring it to the 
defueling canister. For a •ore detailed discussion of pyrophoric 
events in the RCS, see Reference 9.  

The beat aenerated by drill bit friction vill not increase the 
potential for a pyrophoric event since this heat will be readily 
dissipated by the boring tool flush water. The drill unit vill be 
autoaatically abut down upon loss of flush water. 

4.4 Reactor Coolant System Integrity 

Load handling activities during the equipment installation, 
operation and removal vill be performed in accordance vith the 
·safety Evaluation Report for Heavy Load Handling• , (Ref. 5) and 
vith the •safety Evaluation Report for Heavy Load Handling over the 
Reactor Vessel", (Ref. 6 ) .  Th e  analyses presented in these tvo 
references demonstrate that any potential drop accidents associated 
with the core aample acquisition activities will not impact the 
health and safety of the public . 

During the installation and removal of the core boring equipment , 
some loads to be handled have been identified which vill exceed the 
height/weight limitations presented in Reference 6 .  An analysis has 
been performed to bound all heavy load handling during the 
installation and removal activities associated with the core 
drilling equipment. The aaximum load and lift height in this 
analysis are a 5000 pound load being raised to a plant elevation of 
339' -o· . The analysis determined that this lift height is allowable 
if the following conditions are met: 

i. The load is maintained within a 3'-6" limit from either aide 
of the DWP support structure center line (N-S or E-W 
centerline) .  

ii.  The T-slot tool positioner, tool rack , jib cranes and 
transfer shield-shield collar vill not be on the DWP during 
this load handling activity. 

i11. The core bore drill rig, flush vater tank and hydraulic 
control assembly v111 not be installed prior to this load 
handling activity. 

Loads less than 2000 pounds that vill be handled above the DWP will 
be handled in accordance v1th the following: 

H • .!!1QQ + 331 . 5  
w 
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Where H is the aaximum plant elevation to which the lo3� £&Y be 
raised in feet, and W is the weiaht of the lifted load includina the 
weiaht of the ria&ina vbich is riaidly attached to the load, in 
pounds. H is the aaxi•um elevation of the lowest ri&id point of the 
suspended load. 

Any additional load handling activities that are identified that 
exceed the lt.itationa of References 5 and 6, will be evaluated on a 
ease by ease basis. 

The core bore operation will exert a downvard force on the core 
region debris bed and on the core support aaaeably. This downward 
force is automatically controlled and cannot exceed 10 ,000 pounds 
baaed on the operational liaitationa of the core bore equipment 
(Reference 10). This downvard force cannot be iaparted on the lover 
reactor vessel bead incore instrument nozzles unless there is a 
direct, solid link between the drill bit and a nozzle. Since none 
of the drill locations will be directly over an incore nozzle, this 
link can only be created by the drill bit contacting debris below 
the flov distributor. To ensure that incore nozzle loading will be 
precluded, the depth of core bore will be liaited to the top of the 
flov distributor unless TV camera vieving of the lover head region 
iamediately below the drill sbova a clear path. Consequently, the 
drill bit downward force can only be exerted in the rubble above the 
flow distribution plate where the force vill be distributed to the 
core support assembly and is unlikely to impart a load on the 
nozzles. 

The potential for core boring activities to daaage ineore instrument 
tubea outside of the reactor veaael baa also been e� �luated. If the 
drill string/bit were capable of •catching• an incore instrument 
string and wrapping the string around the drill bit as it rotate s ,  a 
stress could be imparted to an instrument tube belov the veaael 
lover bead. This type of event is not considered credible for the 
following reasons: 

a. The drill bit/string confiauration is auch that there ia no 
feature which could arab and bold an instrument atring. 

b. Each core bore vill be centered over a fuel assembly which 
baa no instrument strin&• If an adjacent inatruaented fuel 
assembly collapsed into the path of a core bore , the bit 
would drill through the assembly and sever the string. The 
only other drill bit contact with an instrument string would 
have to be vitb a •loose• string from an adjacent fuel 
assembly location. The instrument strings in an intact core 
are contained within an instrument tube in the center of a 
fuel assembly. It ia not considered feasible that the 
surroundin& fuel assembly and instrument tube could 
disintegrate or •elt, thus exposing the instrument string, 
without the destruction of the instrument string. 
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4 . 5  10 CFR 50.59 Evaluation 

10 CFR SO, Paragraph 50.59, permits the holder of an operating 
license to make changes to the facility or perform a teat or 
e�periment ,  provided the change, teat, or experiment ia determined 
not to be an unrevieved safety question and does not involve a 
modification of the plant technical specifications. 

A proposed change involves an unrevieved safety question if: 

a) The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident 
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously 
evaluated in the safety analysis report may be increased ; or 

b) The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different 
type than any evaluated previously in the safety analysis report 
aay be created ; or 

c) The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any technical 
specification, is reduced. 

The FSAR for THI-2 evaluated a variety of Design Basis Accidents. 
In general each of those events represented a substantially more 
consequential accident than any that can be credibly postulated for 
boring into the THI-2 core in ita present condition. 

Each of the questions for determining if core boring activities 
involve an unreviewed safety question are evaluated below. 

Has the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident 
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated 
in the safety analysis report been increased7 

The uncontrolled addition of unborated water to the reactor coolant 
system during core boring activities is addressed in Reference 3. 
It describes how the potential sources of unborated water are 
isolated from the reactor coolant system and the measures to be 
taken to detect a boron dilution event should one occur . 

The introduction of foreign materials into the reactor core region 
is discussed in section 4 . 2  

Any release of radioactivity during core boring activities will be 
to the containment. During core boring activities containment 
isolation capability will exist and the ventilation system for the 
containment will be operated in accordance with the technical 
apecifications and will , therefore , not increase the probability of 
an uncontrolled release of radioactivity. Aa for the consequences 
of a release of radioactivity, as stated in Section 4 . 1  of this 
report the consequences of releases of radioactivity are not 
increased over previous analyses present in Reference 2.  
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A fuel handling accident related to core boring activitiea that 
could reault in a releaae of radioactivity to the environment ia the 
dropping of a fuel caniater onto the dry portion of the refueling 
canal. An evaluation of thia event vas performed in Reference 2. 
The resulting offsite whole body dose is less than the liaiting fuel 
handling accident whole body dose presented in the FSAR. 

As a�scribed in this aafety evaluation, core boring activities will 
not adveraely affect equipment classified important to aafety (ITS), 
thus the probability of a malfunction of ITS equipment is not 
increased. It is also concluded that the consequences of a 
malfunction of ITS equipment ia not increased for the following 
reasons: 

o the results of accident analyses described in Section 4 of this 
report are within the bounds of previous analyses pres�nted in 
the FSAR, 

o removal of decay heat is passive in nature, thus no impact 
should DHR system fail, and 

o the existing RCS boron concentration vill ensure aubcriticality 
for all credible fuel configurations, not requiring any active 
system. 

In aummary, it is concluded that the core boring activities do not 
increase the probability of occurrence or the consequence& of an 
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously 
evaluated in the safety analysis report . 

Has the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different 
type than any evaluated previously in the safety analysis report 
been created? 

The various types of accidents which could occur during core 
stratification aampling are discussed in Sections 4.1 through 4.4. 
None of these accidents are of a different type than those 
previoualy analyzed. 

Has the margin of safety, as defined in the basis for �Y technical 
specification been reduced? 

Technical Specification safety margins at THI-2 are concerned with 
criticality control and prevention of further core damage due to 
overheating. As demonstrated by this Safety Evaluation Report, 
Technical Specification safety margins vill be maintained throughout 
the core boring process. criticality is controlled by establishing 
a boron concentration at greater than 4350 ppm during the core 
boring process and ensuring that this concentration is maintained by 
monitoring the concentration and isolating potential deboration 
pathways. Also, the quantity of "foreign" materials that could be 
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introduced to the vessel vill be atrictly controlled. The ability 
to prevent further core damage due to overheating ia not affected by 
core boring aa ayatema vill continue to be in place to add borated 
cooling vater to the core in the event of an unisolable leak from 
the reactor veaael. 

In conclusion, the core at�atification aampling activities do not 

o increase the probability of occurence or the consequences of an 
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety 
previously evaluated in the aafety analysis report ,  or 

o create the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a 
different type than any evaluated previously in the safety 
analysis report, or 

o reduce the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any 
technical specification. 

Therefore , the core stratification sampling activities do not 
constitute an unrevieved aafety question. 

No Technical Specification changes are required to conduct the 
activities bounded by this SER. 
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5 . 0  Environmental Assessment 

The activities associated with core drilling have been assessed and i t  
has been concluded that these activities will b e  performed with no 
unacceptable consequences to the health and safety of the public or 
workers. 

Releases to the public resulting from the planned core drilling 
activities are not ezpected to be significant. Specifically ,  the 
potential impact of an environmental release of krypton is assessed in 
Section 4.1.  This accident is the core drill penetrating a pocket in the 
core filled with 31,300 Curies of Kr-85 . The analysis of this accident 
vas performed using conservative assumptions in order to provide bounding 
results. Using these conservative assumptions , the results of the 
analysis were found to be within the bounds of previous analyses that 
have been found to have acceptable consequences .  Therefore, the planned 
activities will be performed with no significant environmental impact. 
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The sample acquisition, transfer , and associated activities, have been 
described and evaluated. The evaluations have shown that the task and 
equipment eaployed follow the continued commitment to maintain radiation 
exposure levels ALARA. The evaluations have also shown that no 
detectable increase of radioactivity releases to the environment vill 
result from the planned activities. The consequences of postulated 
accidents with respect to potential core disturbances and loadings on the 
reactor vessel have been shown not to compromise safety. The normal and 
accidental releases of radioactivity have been evaluated and are bounded 
by the analyses presented in Reference 2.  It is therefore concluded that 
the core sampling acquisition and the associated activities, can be 
performed without presenting undue risk to the health and safety of the 
public. 
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